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The Philippine Journal of Astronomy (PJA) is
published by the Astronomical League of the
Philippines (ALP), the eminent astronomical
organization in the country. The Society is the
major scientific and educational organization for
astronomy in the Philippines. It is a general
society with membership from the professional
and amateur astronomy community.
The journal is the first astronomical journal
published in the Philippines, signifying the
continued evolution of Philippine Astronomy.
The Journal publishes refereed manuscripts,
popular astronomy articles, proceedings of
astronomical conference, letters, image
submissions and reviews from amateur and
professional astronomers, as well as news and
announcements from the organization.
For inquiries, comments, or suggestions, please
send an electronic mail to the editor at
pjastro@astroleaguephils.org
john.cabrera@physicist.net
The Philippine Journal of Astronomy is inviting
both the professional and amateur astronomical
community to submit scientific manuscripts and
popular articles for publication in the journal. For
submissions, please email the editor at
pjastro@astroleaguephils.org or
john.cabrera@physicist.net.
Visit the ALP website at:
http://www.astroleaguephils.org
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This is a catalogue-inspired issue. Breeze through
its pages for more gift ideas and tokens for the entire
year’s hard-earned rewards this yuletide season !
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place, and this success can lead to
motivation to learn more.
But what really ignite a child to develop a
cognitive engagement and learn science,
particularly science of the stars.

Science has been regarded as among those key
areas of knowledge that has experienced
overwhelming growth over the century and thus
developing scientific literacy is a priority if citizens
are to participate effectively in a global race. And
failure to mold a children’s interest in science will
disempower a succeeding lengthy generation of
children in an era when scientific knowledge is at
the foundation of a nation’s culture.
They need to develop a disposition that will make
them proactive seekers of knowledge for us to be
able to impart our social responsibilities to them.
The heart as well as dagger of democracy is
freedom of choice. They can either opt to learn
out leave out the intrinsic social accountability to
rot.
That is why imparting them the habit of mind and
the thrust to learn should be an instrumental
ground to equip them also to participate
thoughtfully with fellow citizens in building and
protecting a society that is open, decent and vital.
Motivation can be a trigger to and an outcome of
learning. Thus, children must be interested and
motivated to learn before learning will take

1) Make the science real. Young children’s
daily realities are a fertile ground for
helping them observe and understand
the world around them. Science
assessments that tap into the reality of
the children can increase the possibility
that they will be successful. In the field of
science, there are only two compelling
branches that may spark a child’s
interest: the science of the dinosaurs
and the science of the stars.
Unfortunately in a country like ours
where land masses poses a question of
survivability due to its meager size,
science of the dinosaurs will be taken
out of the equation of interest. Science of
the stars is what is real to them. One
might start by showing them Lunar
Eclipses, pictures of the lunar craters,
and recently Moon halo. One must be
able to dispel the difference between a
telenovela-induced bedtime story that
the halo is a sort of a wormhole where
the Mulawins will be coming out. Rather
make it his edge among the rest of the
children community by wowing them an
predictive and foreseeing knowledge that
it is a precursor to a storm or precipitate.
It may incline others to an apocalyptic
undertaking, but the interest to forge a
knowledge might start there.
2) Make science relevant. Unfold the child’s
imagination and thinking is not a

universal reciprocity. A children’s modest
experience is an important consideration for
adults guiding him as he seeks to explain those
scientific ideas that are age appropriate. What is
relevant to a six year old about Newtonian forces
and motion can be different for a ten year old.
Our understanding or the Keppler’s law of
planetary motion may have had a different take in
the grasp of a child. For us, it’s all about orbital
velocities, for them it can be as simple as a short
or long stringed yoyo. Relevance maybe similar,
but the method of mental digestion may just be
different.

Relevance also extends into the arena of
questioning, where a child has to be taught how
to pose scientific and investigable questions. We
can take advantage of the inherent
inquisitiveness of them to incorporate into the
real life scenario which makes these questions
as natural extensions of the mental gymnastics in
which they have already been engaging about
their world.
3. Make science rigorous. In addition to being
real and relevant, the science young children
must learn has to be rigorous enough to
afford them the opportunity to move forward
in their understanding of key scientific
concepts. These are the same concepts that
are assessed on multiple levels of discipline,
be it academic of something of personal
satisfaction.

Children can use sketching as a source for
increased learning. Expectations must be
clear. For example, a child should be given
detailed instructions about what they are
drawing or sketching to include and
demonstrate their understanding of
concepts. In addition, the child’s work also
communicate his depth of comprehension
on science models and theories. A child who
is focused on the task at hand tend to lose
themselves in the task but are not
necessarily focused on the intensity of the
activity. This highly focused, mentally intense
kind of inquiry can greatly assist them with
grasping scientific concepts.

Children typically have an affinity for nature
and science as much as adults. Human
brain is wired so that it continues to search
for knowledge, inside and outside his
existence. What is needed is essentially a
thing that will snap it out.
Connecting the science to be learned to the
reality of their lives, the relevance of their
age-appropriate experiences, and the rigor
of the science concepts can make science
come alive in unique and meaningful ways
for these children.
Let us start to make that happen.
All images featured in the article are derived from
nationalgeographic.com, staticdmcdn.com and
csastronomy.com .
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pre-concepts of mass and volume. A child
discovers the sensory science of sweetness
in a chocolate, the receptor cells that
capture the bitterness of lemon, the
thermodynamics of radiator and ice.

Children are such curious beings. Their minds
wander to the expanse of every branches of
knowledge, they question, wonder, and by doing
so, learn. From the moment of we are born, or
more likely even before, humans are drawn to
new things. When we are curious about
something, we want to explore it. And while
exploring we discover.
By teaching twinkle twinkle little star, a child learn
the star’s differential rotation. Well, maybe he’s
maybe using a different term but essentially
similar concept. By turning the light switch on and
off over and over again, the toddler is learning
about cause and effect. By pouring water into a
dozen different-shaped containers and on the
floor and over clothes, the 4-year-old is learning

If a child stays curious, his mind will continue
to explore new things. The 5-year-old finds a
meteor in a starry starry night. This
discovery gives him pleasure. When he
experiences the joy of discovery, he will
want to repeat his exploration of the pond.
Pleasure leads to repetition. Each day, he
and his classmates return to the same high
ground. Meteor shower comes abound.
Repetition leads to mastery. The children
learn that presence of meteors amidst
stationary, suspended stellar rich sky
Mastery leads to confidence in learning.
Confidence increases a willingness to act on
curiosity — to explore, discover, and learn.
“Do other stars fall like meteors? Do other
stars become meteors? Where does
meteors come from?” This positive cycle of
learning is fueled by curiosity and the
pleasure that comes from discovery and
mastery.
But what is curiosity and how different is it
from exploration.
Curiosity is defined as a need, thirst or
desire for knowledge. The concept of
curiosity is pivoted towards motivation. The
term can be used as both a description of a
specific behavior as well as a hypothetical
construct to explain the same behavior just
as Psychobiologist D.E. Berlyne (1960)
believes.
Exploration refers to all activities concerned
with gathering information about the
environment.

This leads to the conflict and question of whether
exploratory behavior should be defined in terms
of the movements that an animal or human
performs while exploring or in terms of the goal
or purpose of the behavior observed. A clear
distinction between these two may not always be
possible.

which maybe true in some sort.

What exactly are curiosity and exploration?
George Loewenstein, professor of Carnegie
Melon University, pointed out four central issues
of curiosity: definition and dimensionally, cause,
voluntary exposure to curiosity, and situational
determinants. He adds a fifth issue of
superficiality and intensity since he states that
curiosity can arise, change focus or end abruptly.

A primary drive is inborn or innate while the
secondary drive is learned or acquired. The
research is inconclusive though. If
secondary, from what more basic drive or
motive does it derive? Older theories
oriented toward instinct and drive concepts.
The defining feature is that curiosity
produces and unpleasant sensation, usually
labeled arousal, that is reduced by
exploratory behavior.

Loewenstein believes that despite its transience,
curiosity can be a powerful motivational force. He
said that curiosity often produces impulse
behavior and attempts at self control. He
conducted research in the area of curiosity and
classifies measures of curiosity into two
categories:
First, curiosity is viewed as a motivational state
and measured with behavioral indices.
Second, he conceptualizes curiosity as a
personality trait that is assessed by personality
measures.
It has been suggested that curiosity is not a
unitary construct. At the conceptual level there
are numerous definitions of curiosity which tend
to encompass a broad range of characteristics.
Curiosity and exploration are difficult to define
independently when looking at them from a
psychological perspective, the concepts of
motivation and drive intertwine come into play
and become intertwined. The underlying problem
in using and defining scientifically and socially is
the circularity of the terms.
Roget's Thesaurus says that “the absence of
curiosity is boredom, ennui, satiety, take no
interest, mind one's own business, uninquisitive”

The hurdle and quite a major letdown has
occupied curiosity researchers and theorists
is the underlying cause of curiosity:
“Is curiosity a primary or secondary drive?”

American physchologist William James
pointed out two kinds of curiosity. He
emphasized the biological function of
curiosity as a mechanism of instinct driven
behavior that serves in approaching new
objects. Approach and exploration are
described as being characteristic forms of
behavior. The second kind of curiosity
pointed out by James is "scientific curiosity"
and "metaphysical wonder" with which "the
practical instinctive root has probably
nothing to do" rather "the philosophical brain
responds to an inconsistency or a gap in its
knowledge".
Perhaps in most cases of the understanding
a child’s curiosity, we would rather take the
second kind, that of which that is drawn into
the bedazzling unknown and mysterious
wonder.
Eleanor Roosevelt once put it that at a
child’s birth, if a mother would ask a fairy
godmother the child’s useful gift, it would
have been the gift of curiosity.
And as Albert Einstein said, curiosity has its
own reason for existence.
All images featured in the article are derived
from kinderstruck.net.
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reflector on EQ-2 mount.
The Moon played hide and seek with the
group as they were able to let around 50+
people get a chance to observe the Moon
through low power to high power view!
They stayed at the site till around 10:30pm
before calling it a night. They had their
customary group shot taken before ending
the event.

Last October 12, members of the Astronomical
League of the Philippines celebrated the
International Observe the Moon Night (InOMN) at
Rajah Sulayman Park at Baywalk , Luneta.
Members who were present were ALP President
James Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty;
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan, director Arnel
Campos, Gary Andreassen with wife Irma
Andreassen; Mark Ian Singson, Edge Lat , Per
Edman and staffs of Cutting Edge.
Despite the bad weather in the afternoon, ALP
President James Kevin Ty

>#$%-"0$&2(:&(&)%$(1&A+$&",.$%#30)&12$&9""0&12(1&
$#$030)&5Z

informed the group that they will proceed with the
event and hope for some cloud clearings in the
evening. As they arrive at the site, the sky was
still cloudy so they had a quick dinner at
Aristocrat Restaurant before starting to set up
their telescopes at around 8:30pm.
ALP President James Kevin Ty brought along
Celestron Sky Master 20x80mm binoculars on
sturdy tripod, Director Arnel brought along his
Celestron Mini Mak 50 on sturdy tripod, Per
Edman with his Orion XT6 Donsonian reflector,
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu with his
Celestron Power Seeker 80mm f/11 refractor on
EQ-1 mount, Cutting Edge staffs brought along a
Celestron Astro Master 130mm Newtonian

Group shot
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ALPers Edge Lat, Arnel Campos and the Cutting
Edge staff posed beside Celestron Astro
Master 130mm reflector.
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All images featured in the article are owned
by Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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Andromeda Galaxy, M42 Orion Nebula, M45
Pleiades star cluster and NGC2024
Horsehead Nebula; Armando Lee imaged
wide angle shots on constellation in Puppis
Region as well as Orion Nebula setting in
the west. James also got to image the
Crescent Moon as well as Earthshine before
calling it a night :)

Last December 28, 2013, some members of the
Astronomical League of the Philippines
proceeded to Caliraya, Laguna to start off their 2
nights Caliraya stargazing session. Members
who were present were ALP President James
Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty;
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan, directors Mike
Enage, Armando Lee, wife Mia and son Jason
Lee.
As they arrive at the site, the sky was clear but
wind on the first night was surprisingly strong!
James brought along his Canon 500D DSLR and
ATIK 16HR CCD camera with Canon
EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens & TV-101
refractor mounted on Vixen GP-DX mount; Mike
Enage brought along his Nikon D7100 DSLR on
TMB 92 refractor on Vixen GP-DX mount ;
Andrew Ian Chan with his Canon EOS 500D
DSLR on Skywatcher 80ED refractor on Vixen
GP mount; Armando Lee with his Canon EOS
1100D DSLR with William Optics Zenithstar
80ED refractor on EQ-1 mount.
Despite the strong wind, James Kevin Ty was
able to image only NGC2244 Rosette Nebula
that evening while Mike image IC2118 Witchhead
Nebula, Andrew Ian Chan captured M31

In the morning, they used that opportunity to
get some needed rest for day 2 as well as
recharged their laptops and batteries
through Mike's generator. Armand, on the
other hand, brought the two astro kids to go
fishing. At around lunchtime, Armand and
family as well as Andrew concluded their
Caliraya session as they have other plans
for the day. That leaves only James,
Kendrick and Mike to do the 2nd night.
The second night was a bit kinder to them as
the wind slowed down considerably but the
early evening till around 10:30pm was met
with fast moving clouds and some light
drizzles. But after 10:30pm, the sky
improves and James used this opportunity to
start off imaging with his wide angle lenses
mounted on the portable Vixen Polarie
mount to image Winter Milky Way and Ursa
Major and Polaris region. He then
proceeded to use the opportunity to image
IC2118 Witchhead Nebula through the ATIK
16HR CCD camera on Canon
EF100-400mm IS L lens. Mike, on the other
hand , imaged Rosette Nebula as well as
M35 galactic star cluster.
It was overall a success and they are eager
again to do another imaging session in
January to image more deep sky wonders.
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In a season where children are the focal point of
the celebration, such as Christmas, the pitches
most companies are trumpeting about are those
that hinges on their pleasantries.
Toys fly here and there at any shopping centers
and toy shops.
By general observation, toys definitely are what
throttle young’s mind to continue to explore the
nascent reach of their imagination and fantasy, a
world where everything becomes possible.
In the celebration of the yuletide season, let’s
look as to how we can make the little astro kids
happy.

W2$%$&1"&f0:5&6"-.&T&h.&
Price: Php6,999.75

If you have not had any of these toys when you
were a kid, maybe it’s never too late to rekindle
the flame of being with kids, or of being young
again.
Let’s relive the spirit this season:
Disclaimer: PJA is neither associated to Toys R Us, not
to its affiliate companies. And this article is not a paid
advertisement by any companies aforementioned or
not.
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In a world of kids, learning is a self-paced
process, so let’s feed them with the right books
that will build their foundation and will make them
a better citizens one day.
Let’s check among the many treasures in the
trove of bookshelves that will give them a
promise of an information goldmine.
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Disclaimer: PJA is neither associated to Fully Booked,
not to its affiliate companies. And this article is not a
paid advertisement by any companies aforementioned
or not.
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